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THE CASPIAN TEAM INVESTIGATES
genre: detective, queer, drama

As the number of bodies found on the seaside increases and they are
citizens of the other neighboring countries, the department forms a team
specially made from the members from each country that has access to
the Caspian Sea. It turns out each member is turkic origin.
Here will be some notes about the origin of the Caspian Sea.
The head of the team is I.D. Kaspi.
_____

Kaspi (aro-ace she/her butchy-femme) - Her parents named her this way so
she would be mysterious and threatening and wise, getting roots while
surviving and being modern while having wild notes.
A man whom she refused attempted to kill her by throwing her into the
Caspian Sea yet she stayed alive. Now known as “a woman who got the
mercy of the Caspian Sea”.

“A good detective must be compassionate towards the victim and the
victim’s loved ones,” Kaspi believes.

In an episode where teens talk about outswimming each other, Kaspi halts
them. Then a body floats out. Kaspi says it's a murder despite the evidence
and finds the murderer.

The MC has a dad who is a manipulative liar dad and an abusive husband.
When he asks forgiveness without doing anything to change MC says she
forgot him but did not forgive and points out the gun ordering him to leave
them alone.

She has a partner (boyishly playful nature but smart) who is secretly gay
and as a case unveils someone blackmails him using intimate photos of
him. Kaspi says that's okay to back up for him but she'll not, first he stays
aside but in the end comes to help before the final battle.

A policewoman nicknamed Wild gets paired with Kaspi. Kaspi acts with laws,
but Wild does not. First, they struggle to work together but in the end
triumph by working as a cool duo.
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Once Wild catches a serial abuser-murderer by posing as a prey by herself,
he gets freed. Later the police department says he was stabbed in the rib
which paralyzed his lower torso. Vers1: Everybody thinks of Wild but it's
Kaspi. Vers2: It's Wild and Kaspi is covering her up.

Whenever Kaspi drinks dark tea, the teammates guess there's a problem as
she is usually drinking dark tea only when concerned.
_____

Another MC İlana (the Caspian Team member) is a petite femme lesbian -
who looks violent but has a keen brain and sharp mouth which is hypnotic.
As she talks with a witness named Khatun (femme lesbian), they kinda get
each other. Later at a party where the team attends, İlana saves people
from the shooter with her wit and the same witness woman who is also here
hugs her in awe. Both enjoy the party in each other's company. One falls
for the wit, the other for the kindness of the other. Later we’ll see them on
other dates also (Once Khatun visits İlana, bringing treats for the team).
_____

A cool lesbian biker-aunt (biker and mechanic) with a deep metallic jarring
voice. She has a trans lesbian tomboy wife (ex-ballistic). They help orphans
to meet good queer parents. Now they're helping with an investigation.

The trans MC is back as she said when getting fired for being trans. Even
an ex-prisoner who looks like chasing her for revenge actually comes to
thank the police for being kind to him and for the advice.
_____

A journalist (a trans guy) tricks one group of the bad guys. They catch him
yet he says he has something against their enemy group. Then he makes
both groups deal with one another.
He's a childhood friend of a policewoman who was suspected of killing a
convict that she caught but it came out the supporters of other criminals
(which are one of the parties the journalist tricked) which the police had in
the process did her dirty to get her away from their case.
_____

Two butch lesbian undercover agents slip into two enemy female gangs
separately. As they get to know each other, they collaborate, then discover
that they are both on duty and decide to establish peace between the
gangs as well. The duo identifies the bad elements, including moles within
the gangs and at the agency. In a near-death situation, they find a way to
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each other which rea�rms their bond. The couple leaves the agency
despite the disapproval of their superiors; As they kiss in front of the chef
while a frame with the previous chef's picture cracks. They retire safely and
begin a new life together.
_____

White goth Redhead x Dark punk Brunette (top x switch gays) - unhinged
extrovert x unhinged introvert. White has two robotic dobermans but both
guys like cats better. White has one leg-to-torso joint floral mixed tattoo.
Dark has an arm bracelet tattoo. White wears small sunglasses, Dark wears
big sunglasses. White is an ex-search-and-rescue-specialist, while Dark is
an ex-swat.
As White guards Dark lying to sleep, Dark lets him go to sleep, White
hesitantly looks at the sofa, Dark says no here patting his bedside, White
politely lies beside him getting feelings, and turns back so wouldn't disturb
Dark. Next time, White o�ers Dark to hug him as Dark opens up to him as
comfort.
_____

A case where a bar owner is chasing turkic ethnic-folk inspo psychedelic
musicians as their music as they promote refuses the alcohol and drug
intake and even smoking.
The youngster musicians partially help in a case called useless cowards
and weaklings by parents and neighbors but not the Caspian team
treasures them which leads them to help the team.
_____

A man kills his girlfriend and a stranger thinking she cheated on him with
that guy which in the end comes out is not true, as the murderer is losing
himself thinking about it, the girlfriend in fact survives (but stays in a coma
for a while) as Kaspi was able to keep her survival a secret.
_____

A trans girl was wounded and thrown into a pool from the third floor by her
college mates. Surprisingly, she survives and wakes up in an autopsy room.
Later, a guy resembling her younger brother subtly disrupts the suspects,
occasionally dressing like her and employing psychological tricks to
compel them to reveal the truth. The plot unveils a shaman who challenges
societal norms by wearing female attire while identifying as male,
emphasizing the elevated status females hold in turkic culture. Eventually,
the girl recovers and expresses her resilience through singing.
_____
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One of the serial killers is an elderly woman (ex-combat trainer). Kaspi
notes that there are people who want others to su�er as they su�er and
are okay, but there are people who would emphasize. The elderly woman
opens up about her neighbor who died because of an abusive husband as
no one believed her and she was not able to leave him as he would not give
away her kid. The little kid was left alone as the husband abandoned him.
Then the woman decided to take action. She heard the Caspian Sea would
“devour” bad people's bodies.
_____

An honest restaurant owner tries to kill the mafia boss who tried to take
over his place.
_____

A moody actress daughter of a mafiatic kazakh man and a calm and
easygoing ex-biathlonist daughter of a rich uzbek textile business owner
fall for each other. They try to figure out a way to tell their dads to live their
life to the fullest without hiding. The couple has friends - one of which is
rumored to be a rich turkmen but actually not, the other is rumored to be
a poor kyrgyz while not. Both are uncaring about and even make fun of
public opinion and only get mad if someone talks about the other one
harshly. After several awkward events, it comes out the dads are cool
about it and they even sing at the party together.


